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About This Game

Where did we come from, where are we going?

The only thing what we see a place by surrounding flames and walls when we open our eyes. We have no idea how did we come
here. We are following the notes what given to us and trying to get rid of the places where we came from.

According to the notes we are doing what we have to and collect materials for find exit.
In some cases we are trying to escape from our enemies which may be trouble. Searching for everything makes it more easier

for us to find the exit.

It's a escape game what have simple logic that searching for randomly objects and using them for exit when we find.

So, will you join Aiden to in this short adventure to learn who he is and get rid of his problems?

 Note: If you encounter errors during game startup, load the pre-requirements in the "Engine/Extras/Redist/en-us" directory
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Title: AIDEN
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
TheElvenTale Games
Publisher:
TheElvenTale Games
Release Date: 9 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: Any processor, 32-bit available

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Any 2 GB moderate display card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1100 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Supported

Additional Notes: It has not been tested on any device, it does not mean it can work on any system!
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Great series. This is a great game however you need to be careful with the fire island levels as the jump pad will send you over
the island if you don't move back wards. Otherwise GIT GUD.. 4 out of 5 Stars.

One of those rare gem RPG's that will stay with you, a cult classic. While the sprite animations on overlays are clunky, the
production team squeezed every ounce of creativity and originality they could possibly muster into this exceptional "RPG
Maker" title. The hand-painted artwork is gorgeous and tasteful, the soundtrack is REALLY good, and the story is well thought
out and intriguing but could have stood another pass through a grammar bot. I want merch and a sequel!!. The first REAL Ace
Combat game for PC.

I have been waiting for this moment for years.

As you can probably already tell, I'm a big fan of the Ace Combat games - the only two I did not finish/play are Assault horizon
(we don't talk about assault horizon), and 6 (I do not own a 360).

Still, I will try and be as neutral as possible, and present pro's and cons in a fair way.

And to all Ace Combat newcomers - the game is meant to be played with a controller. It's just how it is.

Now, on to the pro's and cons.

Pros:
- The game is pretty - everything looks like you'd expect out of a current gen game. The planes are pure porn, it's fantastic.
- The gameplay is on point - It feels and plays like an Ace Combat game should.
- The variety in missions is spiced up by weather effects and conditions - something new to the mix to make some levels more
challenging. Really great addition in my opinion
- The music suits the game really well, nothing feels out of place.
- The sound design is also good, the planes sound nice, the environment sounds nice, explosions sound nice. No complaints from
me.
- Added plane customization - while nothing amazing, it is a step in a good direction.
- The game is really stable and bugfree, even on release. I've had one CTD in multiplayer, and thats it - didn't notice any bugs or
glitches whatsoever. Well done!

Neutral:
- There could be more airplanes, and more variations of airplanes. I'm afraid they will milk this with DLC. Time will tell.
- The missions are kinda weird with their difficulty curve. I've found the mid part of the game harder than the end.
- The airplane unlock tree is pretty hard to navigate - and you can't even preview planes. The progression tree is a nice addition,
but the implementation leaves things to be desired.
- The multiplayer is lacking options. CO-OP stuff would be nice.
- Could be a bit longer? Maybe it's just me but a few more missions would have went a long way.

The bad:
- The story. I will break this down:
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  - I feel like the game is trying really hard to fanservice Ace Combat 5 - it all feels like "Hey, you played Ace 5, cool, here this
is a reference, you remember this right?! Also UAV's are bad, and war is bad". Don't get me wrong, there are some decent plot
threads here and there, but they don't really lead anywhere. It's all so fragmented and disconnected. I would have appreciated it
far more if they just picked one, NEW, plot thread and stuck to it. Why new plot thread you ask? Because the game is just
kinda copying the story of Ace 5 in a way too. Same "twist", but executed in a really mediocre way. What a mess.

  - The delivery of said story. You have cutscenes (good) and ingame radio chatter (should be good but they really messed it up).
The dialogue is constantly interrupted by combat noise or is present when you are engaging a lot of enemies, and need to focus
on the fight. There is no way any sane person can follow what's going on.
The problem is made worse by the game not having any real "breather" missions where it lets you take the world and characters
in. It's all too busy. Ace 5 did the same things for it's storytelling, but never had these issues at all. It's baffling how they messed
this up. Speaking of characters...

  - The characters - everyone except the edgy mechanic girl are tottaly fogettable. I simply dont care for them, and they are all
one dimensional as hell. The game does a poor job of building up its cast, growing them, and making you care for them - partly
due to the issues mentioned above, and partly due to the writing just being all over the place.

- No flight stick support. But this will likely get patched - and if not, modders will do it.

When we take all of this and throw it in a blender, we get a decent enough smoothie, that leaves you with a slightly bitter
aftertaste, but still yearning for more. I'd say the game is a 7/10. The gameplay carries this title, they really need better writers.

Humble 2 cents.. this game is great i remeber when the game was on game jolt me and my nephew were playing this all night we
had so much fun.. A New York Time's best seller.
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Step 1 - Mute Sound effects and Music, seriously, that crap doesn't need to be by default 500% louder than literally everything.
Step 2 - Spam the green button until the game plays itself for the tutorial
Step 3 - Notice that this game is just another mobile port
Step 4 - Uninstall game and go back to doing anything else more important
Step 5 - Optional, write a review and let anyone who wants to read it know this game is meh.. Foreword:

  The World End Economica Trilogy had a rough ride from its start to its conclusion.
  This review is only for the final chapter.

Aesthetics:

  Not much has changed from the previous entries in the series. The writing, visuals, and sounds work harmoniously to bring a
unique experience (the art assets are simple but beautiful and the character designs are ok). The main problem is the narrative.
This episode feels a bit rushed, some character's decisions are not explained and some events feel forced. This makes the
conclusion seem cheap. Overall there is not much more to say, it is just average, which is a shame.

Functionality:

  It has all the features expected from a kinetic novel (hide text, skip functionality, autoplay etc.).
  There are no major glaring spelling mistakes, illogical phrasings or major flaws in the narrative structure (some inconsistencies
are continued from "episode" 2, for example, Lisa from "episode" 1 is still called Risa).
  At the moment (24.12.2016) there is no Steam Overlay functionality.

Enjoyment:

  Overall I enjoyed this novel, in spite of it being just OK and not great. I liked Hal's reunion with a certain character (it is not a
spoiler if they show it in the Cover Art). In spite of all the flaws WWE episode 03 is still enjoyable.

Conclusion:

  World End Economica Episode.03 is an ok conclusion to a good story. It was a bit short (finished reading it in 4 hours) but
taking in consideration the hard road walked by the whole series, for people that enjoyed the first and second "episode", it is still
worth it's price.

Other notes:

  None at the moment.. Interesting take on the classic RPG. Lots of different areas to explore, and good amount of play time..
WOOOOHOOO!!!!! I love old school RPG. Great fun and the price was pretty sweet. I will be wasting a weekend on this one..
It seems that most of the negative reviews of this game have to do with the fact that it does not work on a Mac, and not with the
content of the game itself.

So far I have played this game and Blackmoor Manor from the ND series - this one was easier. It was very spooky. The music in
this game is compelling and at times straight up horrifying. I am consistently surprised at the depths of these games supposedly
created for children because they are genuine mysteries that take time and effort to figure out. The pronunciation of all the
Japanese names and words by the lead voice actor is hilariously American, but otherwise I have no critiques of this game. The
characters, environment, and puzzles all have personality and work well together. It was a very fun experience.. Good video
game, can be challenging tho. Fantastic DLC, lots of great PBR textures. This will enable you to build some seriously massive
underground areas for your GameGuru project. First class assets.. This don't even work
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